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XML in the Visualisation Pipeline
Warwick Irwin and Neville Churcher

Abstract— The extensible markup language (XML) has
been applied successfully in a wide range of application do-
mains and is beginning to find applications in visualisation.
We explore the possibility that, rather than simply being
used as an exchange format, XML might become a funda-
mental medium in an extended visualisation pipeline. We
present examples from our software visualisation research to
illustrate that increased rigour, as well as flexibility, can be
delivered by integrating XML into the visualisation pipeline.
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I. Introduction

THE visualisation pipeline is a convenient metaphor for
the representation, transformation and presentation

of data. It has served the visualisation community well for
many years and provides a foundation for further develop-
ments. Many current visualisation toolkits and packages
are built on this fundamental model [1, for example].

In recent years a number of significant shifts have oc-
curred, across a wide range of software development fields,
which are relevant to the evolution of the pipeline model of
visualisation. Of particular importance is an increased ex-
pectation that end users, the consumers of visualisations,
will play a more central rôle.

Users in a wide range of fields increasingly expect seam-
less integration of resources located anywhere on the In-
ternet. Further, users expect flexibility and the ability to
customise and perform exploratory analysis.

Similar problems have been encountered in fields other
than visualisation. The problems arising from the need to
exchange data and metadata between incompatible Com-
puter Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tools led to the
development of standards such as the CASE Data Inter-
change Format (CDIF). Similar problems arise in Geo-
graphic Information Systems (GIS).

XML [2], [3] addresses these and other outstanding is-
sues. XML-based solutions to the CASE tool data ex-
change (XMI) and GIS exchange (ISO technical committee
TC211) problems are under active development.

However, there is a danger that the full benefits of
XML will not be realised if we do not learn from the
failures of previous attempts to establish standard for-
mats. Standards such as CDIF ultimately failed for two
reasons. Firstly, they were not extensible—CDIF’s days
were numbered when object oriented techniques reached
the mainstream. Secondly, they were primarily bulk ex-
port formats—producing large files of “dead” data as the
end result of all the processing activity which produced the
corresponding information.
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One of the major difficulties we have encountered in our
software visualisation research [4], [5] is the determination
of the degree of rigour associated with a particular visuali-
sation. In particular, the parsing of real languages involves
challenges such as handling ambiguities in their grammars
and determining (without guessing) the types of identifiers.
In practice, there is considerable variation in the level of
rigour of data reported in the literature and it is tempting
to simply ignore the awkward issues. However, we argue
that these are in fact often the most vital to the complete
understanding of the systems in question—a major goal of
any visualisation.

Our approach is motivated by concerns such as those ex-
pressed by Griswold, describing his work on program slic-
ing, who said (sic) ... we found that if the precision of
the various parts were not balanced, then the benefits of the
more precise (and costlier) components was not realized [6].

If a standard format is used throughout the process then
it becomes possible for tools to communicate at a semantic
level and to exchange and manipulate data in units directly
related to the tasks at hand.

Further benefits accrue from the exposure of the internals
of the pipeline. In particular, it becomes possible to visu-
alise readily the intermediate products at various stages of
the pipeline.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In
the next section we give a brief overview of the relevant
aspects of XML and related technologies and outline how
they fit into the software visualisation pipeline. Section III
describes our expanded view of the pipeline model. Sec-
tion IV discusses relevant aspects of parsing and describes
yakyacc, a tool we have built as part of our work on the
use of XML in software visualisation. Transformations are
discussed in Section V and some examples of results from
our work are presented in Section VI. Our conclusions and
suggestions for further work appear in Section VII.

II. XML in the Software Visualisation Pipeline

XML is a deceptively simple language. Su-
perficially, it resembles HTML, having the familiar
<element att=’value’>content</element> syntax and
a text-based format. Advantages include extensibility, al-
lowing users to design their own domain-specific vocabular-
ies by defining additional elements and attributes. Many
such vocabularies are emerging. In addition, the rules gov-
erning the relationships between elements and other docu-
ment components may be specified by means of a grammar.

A grammar may be defined in one of two formats: as
a document type definition (DTD), whose syntax derives
from SGML, or as a schema definition, whose syntax is that
of XML itself. The language syntax makes it possible to
determine whether or not a document is well-formed (legal)
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and—if a grammar is available—correct (meaningful).
This allows powerful, yet general, parsing and trans-

lation tools to be developed. A wide range of software,
both commercial and open-source, is available. There are
two main approaches. A document object model (DOM)
parser constructs the entire document structure in mem-
ory. This simplifies access but is potentially prohibitively
costly in resources. Event driven (SAX) parsers trigger
actions when interesting events, such as occurrences of
</element>, occur—the entire DOM tree need never be
constructed explicitly and the parsing may be embedded
in a stream of communication between processes. A fur-
ther option is provided by XSLT stylesheet transforma-
tions (described further in Section V) which allow complex
transformations (XML → XML; XML → LATEX; XML →
VRML; . . . ) to be defined without the need to construct a
parser explicitly.

Our software visualisation research involves the capture
of data about the detailed properties of software. Ulti-
mately, this data is visualised in virtual worlds via the
virtual reality modelling language (VRML) [7], [4].

We wish to express this process—from beginning to
end—as a sequence of transformations which convert data,
captured by a variety of tools, into well-defined internal
representations and ultimately into forms, such as VRML,
ready for rendering.

A number of intermediate stages in this sequence of
transformations may be identified and specific artifacts are
associated with each:
Grammars for the programming languages being studied
(e.g. Java, C++)
Automata describing the basic structure of corresponding
parsers
Generated parsers capable of fundamental parsing activi-
ties
Instrumented parsers capable of recording data about soft-
ware metrics and other properties
Parse trees resulting from running instrumented parsers
on source code
Transformed data resulting from processing of parse tree
data into generic form
Visualisation models suitable for individual visualisation
techniques such as treemaps [8]
Visualisation data (typically VRML in our work) ready for
use.

XML and its related technologies are suitable for use at
each stage. For example, we represent grammars in XML
and use XSLT to transform parse tree data to visualisation
models. We are thus able to use a consistent set of repre-
sentations and to perform a wide range of transformations
without loss of information.

In addition to these considerable benefits, we are also
able to visualise the intermediate stages in our pipeline—
such as the structure of the state machine—with little extra
effort.

A further significant advantage is the ability to expose
the precise details of grammars and other artifacts. This
allows calibration of our tools and simplifies the comparison

of experimental work by different researchers.

III. Expanded Visualisation Pipeline

In order to experiment with software visualisations, we
required a toolset capable of examining software source and
exposing its structure using visual models. Flexibility was
an important goal: the toolset would ideally handle source
code written in a number of programming languages (par-
ticularly Java, C and C++) and would be capable of pro-
ducing diverse visualisation models.

We chose a pipeline architecture, in which the source
code undergoes a sequence of transformations to produce a
visualisation model. Figure 1 shows a simplified pipeline.
The first phase parses the source code and emits a syntax
tree as an XML file. The second phase transforms the
parse tree into a visual model (usually another XML file)
suitable for input into the third phase, a tool that renders
the visualisation.

The advantage of a pipeline architecture is the flexibility
it affords. Each tool along the pipeline can be substituted
for another, with minimal impact on downstream transfor-
mations. Thus, an appropriate parser can be chosen for
the source code and the output can be adapted to suit an
arbitrary visualisation tool.

The central step in the pipeline, transform, decouples the
parsing tools from the visualisation tools. The transforma-
tion maps a conceptual model to a visualisation model.
This mapping may translate from one file format to an-
other. For example, it may translate an XML representa-
tion of a syntax tree into an XML graph description. The
mapping may also select a subset of data relevant to a par-
ticular visualisation, for example, by extracting a method
call graph from a parse tree.

The task of transforming XML files is supported by a rich
set of commonly available utilities including XML parsers
and writers, and in particular, XSLT (eXtensible Stylesheet
Language: Transformations). XSLT allows transforma-
tions of XML files into other XML files (or arbitrary file
formats), without the need for conventional programming.
As depicted in Figure 2, the transformation is accomplished
by an XSLT processor, which applies an XSLT stylesheet
to an XML source file to produce a result file. An XSLT
stylesheet is a high-level declarative specification of the be-
haviour of the transformation.

The transformation of the conceptual model to the vi-
sual model (shown in Figure 1) is not necessarily a single
step process. The pipeline architecture allows an arbitrary
series of transformations. This makes it possible to decom-
pose complex transformations into a series of simpler ones
and to reuse transformations common to several visualisa-
tions.

XSLT is suitable for a wide class of transformations,
but it is not a general purpose programming language.
Some elaborate transformations are better implemented in
a conventional language. Support for reading and writing
XML from conventional languages is readily available, so
that a custom tool can be developed and inserted into the
pipeline.
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Fig. 2. XSLT transformation

The pipeline as shown in Figure 1 is ideal for visualisa-
tions that depend only on the syntactic analysis of source
code. More sophisticated visualisations are likely to also
require semantic analysis of the code. A semantic analyser
can be incorporated into the parser, or as a more general
solution, inserted into the pipeline as the first transfor-
mation of the conceptual model. Figure 3 shows a more
involved pipeline, including a pipelined semantic analyser
and XSLT transformations driven by stylesheets.

Parsing, transformation and visualisation are addressed
in more detail in the following sections.

IV. Parsing

Source code enters the visualisation pipeline by being
parsed. The extracted information is made available to
downstream tools as an XML file. Thus, the applicability of
our visualisation pipeline is limited to those programming
languages for which we have parsers that emit XML.

Although parsers exist for all programming languages,
high quality parsers designed to expose comprehensive
parse information are rare. Some commercial and academic
parsers are intended for this purpose, but lack the flexibil-
ity and rigour we desire for a general-purpose visualisation
pipeline. Existing parsing tools are sometimes restrictive
in exposing parse information and often are unable to cope
with the variety of dialects and complex syntactic combina-
tions found in the large-scale industrial software we wish to
visualise. Further, any one parser is limited to a particular
programming language (or set of languages). A single tech-
nology applicable to all programming languages would be
preferable to a diverse set of parsing tools. Consequently,
we have adopted the approach of generating parsers for the
languages of interest.

The syntax of a programming language is defined by a

grammar—a set of rules by which sentences in that lan-
guage may be composed. A parser generator is a tool that
will accept a grammar and automatically generate a parser.
The parser can subsequently be used to recognize any sen-
tence in that language. The archetypal parser generator is
yacc [9], but many alternatives tools exist.

A parser generator produces a parser that uses a partic-
ular parsing approach. The power of the approach dictates
the class of grammars that the parser generator can accept.
Some parsing approaches are powerful enough to handle
any Context Free grammar, but in practice are unsuitable
for parsing source code because they parse long sentences
too slowly. The best known general parser is perhaps that
of Earley [10], which exhibits O(n2) time complexity for
non-ambiguous grammars, where n is the number of to-
kens in the sentence. For ambiguous grammars, perfor-
mance degrades to O(n3). Other general grammars, such as
those of Unger and CYK, do no better [11]. Consequently,
mainstream parser generators usually adopt weaker pars-
ing approaches that accept only a subset of Context Free
grammars, but provide linear performance. The dominant
approaches for parsing programming languages are LL(k)
and LALR(1).

If an LL or LALR parser generator is given a grammar
that is not LL or LALR respectively, then the parser gener-
ator fails to produce a parser for that language. This means
that in order to build a programming language parser us-
ing a parser generator, it is often necessary to modify the
grammar to satisfy the restrictions imposed by the parsing
technology.

Many programming language grammars can be made to
satisfy the constraints of these weaker parsing approaches
without changing the underlying set of sentences the parser
will accept. However, for the purpose of visualising and
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Fig. 3. A more complex pipeline

measuring software, grammar modifications are undesir-
able. A program should be measured and visualised in
terms of a standard definition of the language—its standard
grammar. The standard grammar of a particular language
may not have been crafted for the parsing technology in
question, and so may require extensive modification, thus
reducing the value of measurements and visualisations.

More profoundly, some programming languages—C++ in
particular—fall so far outside the capabilities of these con-
ventional parsing approaches that modifying the grammar
is impractical. In an earlier paper [12], we discussed the
difficulty of using conventional parser generators for C++

and identified a solution: Tomita parsing, a stronger pars-
ing approach developed for natural languages [13]. Tomita
parsing can handle all but the most ambiguous grammars
in linear (or near-linear) time. We demonstrated that it
greatly simplifies the task of parsing C++.

Tomita parsing extends LR parsing by tolerating ambi-
guity in the parsing automaton. It replaces the stack used
in a Push Down Automaton (PDA) with a graph, allowing
ambiguous paths to be pursued until non-viable ones are
eliminated. This stronger approach can accept any gram-
mar without modification. It does so without significantly
increasing the order of time complexity of the parse, for any
realistic programming language grammar (whereas patho-
logical grammars can degrade to exponential time complex-
ity) [11].

With Tomita parsing, we have the capability to mechan-
ically produce a parser for any standard programming lan-
guage grammar. Because some programming languages do
not require this level of power, an ideal parser generator
would use an appropriately powerful parsing approach for
each grammar. We have built such a tool, using XML to
separate the concerns of the parser generation process and
gain flexibility.

A. Yakyacc

Yakyacc (yet another kind of yacc) is a parser generator
that accepts a grammar in Extended Backus Naur Form
(EBNF) and constructs a series of successively more pow-
erful LR parsers until an adequate parser is attained. Fig-
ure 4 shows the parsing approaches used by yakyacc, with
an automaton of the weakest class, LR(0), being produced
first, and then upgraded to SLR(1), LALR(1), LR(1) and
finally Tomita parsing.

Most parser generators, including yacc and its ilk, di-
rectly emit a program that can be compiled to an exe-
cutable parser. While convenient for some purposes, this
approach forces the user to accept a parser written in the
language (or languages) supported by the parser generator.
It also requires the user to specify the runtime behaviour
of the parser in conjunction with the specification of the
grammar; most parser generators do this by allowing ac-
tion code to be embedded in the grammar specification. If,
for example, a yacc-based parser is to emit an XML de-
scription of the parse tree, then code to build and output
the tree must be embedded in the grammar.

For the purposes of a visualisation pipeline, embedding
actions in a grammar is awkward. We want the freedom
to change the output constructs and level of detail inde-
pendently of the grammar, and even to maintain a suite of
output configurations for one grammar. Figure 5 shows the
architecture of yakyacc, which uses an intermediate XML
file containing a description of the parsing PDA. This XML
file separates the task of processing the grammar into a
PDA from the task of generating that PDA as a parser
program.

Yakyacc produces an XML file containing a marked-up
description of the original grammar and a PDA capable
of parsing that grammar. The power of the PDA is, by
default, the least powerful parsing approach necessary, but
may be more or less powerful as requested by the user. If
Tomita parsing is necessary, the PDA defaults to LR(1)
with some conflicts remaining.
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Code generation is accomplished by using XSLT to trans-
form the PDA into code. By changing the stylesheet used,
the language in which the parser is written and the actions
it performs may be changed. Thus, for any one PDA, it
is possible to use one stylesheet that emits a Java-based
parser and another that emits a C-based parser, for ex-
ample. The first parser may output an entire syntax tree,
while the second might output only high-level constructs.

A user of yakyacc, at the price of having to know how
to write a stylesheet, can customise the parser generation
arbitrarily. Even without knowledge of XSLT, a user could
choose from a set of predefined transformations, attain-
ing greater flexibility than is available with other tools.
One such predefined stylesheet produces a Tomita parser
by generating a PDA that uses a graph in place of a stack;
another produces a conventional PDA. The user is free to
choose either stylesheet after learning from yakyacc what
level is required to guarantee complete parsing.

Apart from the stack, Tomita parsing relies on a conven-
tional parsing automaton. Toleration of non-determinism
works with any class of LR parser—the weaker the ap-
proach, the more branching in the Tomita machine. Yak-
yacc’s two-stage generation allows any level of PDA to sup-
ply the finite state machine for the Tomita parser. So, for

example, we can parse C++ with a Tomita parser contain-
ing either an SLR(1) machine, or a full LR(1) machine.
The latter will be slightly faster. Java can be parsed with
a deterministic LALR(1) machine, or a Tomita parser con-
taining a non-deterministic LR(0) machine.

As an example, we built a Java parser that emits a com-
plete Java parse tree in XML. We used a publicly available
Java 1.2 BNF grammar from another parsing tool, Java
CUP [14]. This grammar was free of conflicts at LALR(1),
so yakyacc produced a conventional LALR(1) PDA, de-
scribed in XML. We then wrote a stylesheet to transform
the PDA, yielding a Java class capable of parsing Java. Fi-
nally, this class was compiled and executed in conjunction
with a Java scanner, also appropriated from Java CUP.

Parse trees make the structure of source code explicit,
so are naturally much more verbose than the original code.
Parsing the minimal Java HelloWorld program of Figure 6
produces an XML parse tree containing 169 tags. A frag-
ment is shown in Figure 7.

This Java parser describes the parse tree in XML using
one tag type for each non-terminal in the grammar. Tokens
are described with the <token> tag, which contains an at-
tribute identifying the kind of token, and has as its value
the original source code. In this way, the entire source code
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public class HelloWorld {
private int i;
public static void main(String args[ ]) {

System.out.println("Hello world");
}

}

Fig. 6. A tiny Java program

...
<class_declaration>

<modifiers_opt>
</modifiers_opt>
<token id=’CLASS’>class</token>
<token id=’IDENTIFIER’>HelloWorld</token>
<super_opt>
</super_opt>
<interfaces_opt>
</interfaces_opt>
<class_body>
<token id=’LBRACE’>{</token>
...

Fig. 7. Part of the parse tree for the program of Figure 6

remains (with the exception of whitespace), embedded in
the markup of the syntax tree.

Because this XML output exposes complete parse infor-
mation and retains the original source, it is suitable for
a wide variety of visualisations. Downstream transforma-
tions can filter the parse information to a subset relevant to
specific visualisations. More elaborate transformations can
combine the information from one source file with others to
enable semantic checks, cross-referencing and larger-scale
visualisations.

V. Transformations

The transformation phase of the visualisation pipeline
maps a conceptual model to a visualisation model. This is
not necessarily a mechanical one-to-one conversion. Trans-
formations can filter information, aggregate details into
higher-level abstractions and make implicit information ex-
plicit and vice versa.

Transformation actions can be decomposed into any
number of steps, with the intermediate forms of the data
being retained. This record of the progress of the pipeline
is valuable for developing and experimenting with visuali-
sations; any stage can be revisited to modify its behaviour
or add branches to the pipeline.

The human-readable nature of XML is a significant ad-
vantage in this setting. A pipeline developer can readily
observe the effects of transformations, making it easier to
observe progress and debug the pipeline. If necessary, the
files can be manually edited; this is helpful for debugging
and for one-off experiments where automating the process
is not worthwhile.

The use of XML in the visualisation pipeline provides the

advantages of having explicit metadata in the data files.
This means that any intermediate file is a comprehensi-
ble entity in its own right; it is self-describing, so can be
understood without intimate knowledge of the tools that
created it. The alternative is to have files in formats de-
fined elsewhere, often with definitions obscured in the tools
that manipulate the files. XML enables much greater free-
dom to bolt on new transformations without knowledge of,
or coupling to, other tools in the pipeline.

XSLT adds further advantages. It is a powerful mecha-
nism for specifying transformation and encapsulates trans-
formations in a stylesheet file that can be reused and modi-
fied. It is designed to inter-operate with XML and is robust
and flexible in the face of modifications to XML input files.

We have developed a number of XSLT stylesheets to test
our pipeline approach and some of these are discussed in
the following section.

VI. Visualisation: Some Applications and

Results

In this section we present some results obtained from
tools we have built using the XML-based architecture we
have described. Our intention is to demonstrate the feasi-
bility and inherent flexibility of our approach.

A large number of visualisation techniques are avail-
able [15], [16, for example] and we make use of a number
of these in our software visualisation research.

Treemaps [8] are one technique we use extensively. Fig-
ures 8 and 9 show our XML-based treemap application,
tmtool, in action. As shown in Figure 8(a), an XML de-
scription of a treemap may be entered or (more realisti-
cally) edited. Other representations, such as conventional
tree layout (Figure 8(b)) are available and the application
generates a VRML description (Figure 8(c)) according to
the configuration options chosen by the user.

Figure 9 shows tmtool’s 2D display of an XML file rep-
resenting the parse tree resulting from running our instru-
mented Java parser on the program listed in Figure 6. One
of the stylesheets mentioned in Section V converts the XML
parse tree output of the Java parser directly into the format
expected by tmtool.

Figure 10 shows a view of a VRML world containing a
nested treemap—whose source code is that of Figure 8(c),
which in turn is derived from the data obtained by parsing
the program listed in Figure 6.

Another of our XSLT stylesheets transforms the parse
tree data into the XML format expected by Angle [17],
our 3D graph layout tool. Angle can generate VRML
worlds containing the 3D drawing of the input graph. The
VRML world shown in Figure 11 contains the same parse
tree data as Figure 9 rendered as a 3D tree.

Figures 12 and 13 show the results of applying other
XSLT stylesheets to generate VRML worlds containing vi-
sualisations of further aspects of our system.

Figure 12 shows a visualisation of the coupling between
methods for a Java class. This is the basis for the LCOM
metric [18]. The properties of the class (green cubes) are
connected (by yellow edges) to the (magenta cylinder) rep-
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(a) XML input

(b) Conventional tree (c) VRML representation

Fig. 8. XML based treemap application
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Fig. 9. 2D treemap representation

Fig. 10. Parse tree represented as treemap

resenting the class. The remaining edges indicate methods
(red spheres) which access properties. The sea-urchin-like
spiny balls at the left and right edges of the figure suggest
that there are two properties which are rarely accessed by
the same methods, indicating a possible low cohesion.

A final example is shown in Figure 13 which shows a
visualisation of the a call graph for methods within the
same Java class. Features such as long chains and fan-
in/fan-out are clearly visible.

It is difficult to describe adequately on paper the fea-
tures of our VRML worlds and we encourage readers to
visit our web site (http://www.cosc.canterbury.ac.nz/
research/RG/svg) to experience the worlds for themselves.

VII. Conclusions

We have demonstrated how the conventional visualisa-
tion pipeline concept may be expanded. XML allows a true
pipeline consisting of individual products (documents) and
processes (transformations) to be constructed. Our experi-
ence with yakyacc, tmtool, Angle and our other software
visualisation tools indicates that this approach is feasible
and that it has significant advantages. These include in-
creased flexibility (only a little “plumbing” is needed to
modify the pipeline), potential for increased rigour (expos-
ing the details of intermediate artifacts enables validation
and comparison of empirical results) and the ability to vi-
sualise the pipeline itself.
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Fig. 11. Parse tree represented as 3D tree

Fig. 12. A representation of the cohesion of a Java class

We intend to continue to explore the applications of XML
technology in our software visualisation research. XML is
a somewhat verbose language and our challenges in the im-
mediate future include ways of reducing the size of the files
we must process. Our medium-term goal is the integration
of our existing tools with a wide range of input sources and
an equally wide range of visualisation formats.
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